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Summary: With the increase of experimental projects with microtomography and the limited
beamtime allocated for users, the time for tomographic data collection becomes the main factor
affecting the efficiency of microtomography. An automated sampling robot and a sample calibrate
system based on machine vision are developed to improve the efficiency of data collecting for
microtomography. The control system, detector system and data storage system have also been
optimized to improve the efficiency of microtomography.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years,synchrotron radiation X-ray microtomography which include dynamic CT and fast CT has
developed rapidly, the time for collecting a set of CT data has been reduced from tens of minutes to minutes or
even seconds. The original manual sampling time greatly hindered the efficient output of the experiment.

Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Source(SSRF) X-ray Imaging Beamline plans to build an efficient data
acquisition system to improve the efficiency of the experiment. It is proposed to add robots to automatically
change samples and calibrate samples.

With the use of the robotic sampling system, dozens of prefabricated samples can be placed in a tray at the
same time, and then moved into the experimental hutch(EH). This saves the time required to enter the EH and
perform search operations for each sample to be replaced manually.

Sample calibrate system based on machine vision can also help users automatically adjust the samples to the
center of the detector's field of view before CT data acquisition.In order to avoid invalid data acquisition after
beam loss, we also designed an automatic on-duty data acquisition scheme.

2. METHOD

The data acquisition system consists of hardware and software. The hardware consists of a sample stage, a
detector, a sampling robot, a corresponding tray, and a data acquisition computer. The software is responsible for
the connection between hardware and related logic and the calculation and preservation of images.

The kohzu combination stage is used to adjust the vertical, horizontal, pitch and yaw angles of the sample,
and the air bearing stage is used for the sample rotate. The IOC of the sample stage is based on Experimental
Physics and Industrial Control System(EPICS), and the motor’s motion can be controlled in the network via the
Channel Access protocol.

For safety and accessibility considerations, a collaborative robot is used as the sampling robot, so that we can
more easily manipulate and collaborate with people while the layout of the sample stage is changed.

sCMOS type scientific detector is used to achieve higher sensitivity and higher speed for data collecting.
Photron FASTCAM SA-Z and Hamamatsu's Flash 4.0 models are used in acquisition systems.

The data collection workstation uses the SSD array as data storage, can cope with the cache of massive data
of the detector. We can utilize the idle upload strategy to automatically upload the newly acquired data to the
disk array when the detector is not collecting.

The user operation layer uses VC as the development environment, which communicates with the motor and
beam state through the EPICS EZCA module, and realizes communication with the detector through the SDK.
After setting the order of the samples, through the logic design, wait while the Beam is lost, then continue to
collect while the beam resume. The sample is automatically calibrated after automatic sample change to achieve
true unattended, efficient CT data acquisition.
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3. RESULTS

The adoption of robots and unattended data collection are expected to reduce the labor intensity of the
experimenter. The time required for a single sample change and sample alignment was reduced from 10 minutes
to 1-2 minutes.
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Figure 1: (a) CT acquisition software interface. (b) sampling robot prototype.
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